
Cleaning Services
 

KITCHEN BATHROOM BEDROOM LIVING SPACE

✔  General dusting
✔  Toilet cleaned inside and out
✔  Bathtub/shower cleaned
✔  Vanity wiped down
✔  Cabinet fronts wiped clean
✔  Sink scrubbed
✔  Mirrors + fixtures cleaned
and shined
✔  Floors vacuumed + mopped

✔  General dusting
✔  Countertops wiped (everything
moved for cleaning)
✔  Backsplash spot cleaned
✔  Exteriors of appliances shined
✔  Interior of microwave cleaned
✔  Stove top wiped down
✔  Cabinet fronts wiped clean
✔  Table, chairs/stools cleaned
✔  Window above sink + interior
of patio door washed
✔  Sink scrubbed
✔  Floors vacuumed + mopped

✔  General dusting
✔  Flat surfaces spot cleaned
✔  Bed made
✔  Mirrors cleaned
✔  Floors vacuumed 
✔  Accessible areas under
furniture dry mopped
✔  Hard floors mopped

✔  General dusting
✔  Flat surfaces spot cleaned
✔  Mirrors cleaned
✔  Floors vacuumed
✔  Stairs vacuumed
✔  Accessible areas under
furniture dry mopped
✔  Hard floors mopped

 

☐ Fridge interior cleaned
☐ Interior oven door + base
cleaned
☐ Dishes washed and/or put in
dishwasher
☐ Clean trash can drawer
☐ Clean top of fridge

☐ Medicine cabinet cleaned
and tidied

☐ Upholstery vacuumed
☐ Closet floors cleaned
☐ Linens changed 

☐ Upholstery vacuumed

☐ Interior windows washed 
☐ Exterior of glass door(s) cleaned
☐ Washer + dryer exteriors cleaned
☐ Floors washed by hand
☐ Cabinets + drawers wiped out

☐ Trash + recycling taken out
☐ Baseboards dusted and/or washed
☐ Doors + door frames spot cleaned
☐ Walls spot cleaned
☐ Light switches + door handles cleaned
☐ Blinds dusted

What's included in "General Dusting"?

✔  Window sills
✔  Light fixtures
✔  Vents
✔  Ceiling fans
✔  Open flat surfaces
✔  Cobwebs removed
✔  Door frames/indents 
✔  Picture frames
✔  Headboards
✔  Lamp shades

Overall Add-ons

Kitchen Add-ons

Bathroom Add-ons
Bedroom Add-ons Living Space Add-ons

What are "Add-ons"?

Our "general clean" covers the majority of
cleaning needs, but there may be additional
areas you want tackled on a first clean or
perhaps on an ongoing basis. These would be
considered "add-ons". Add-ons just need to be
noted so the team knows what to accomplish
on cleaning day. It simply adds time to the
appointment at our hourly rate. 

General Clean

✔  Shelving option of your choice:
     1) The FULL dust: we remove all items, dust 
          shelving, and replace items.
     2) The QUICK dust: we dust what is readily 
          available, moving items as is convenient, or 
          simply dusting around them.
     3) The NO dust: you can probably guess! We 
          skip dusting on shelves completely if it’s not
          a priority to you.

*We do not remove books from shelves, no matter what
dusting option you choose. 


